MOODY HUES
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This living space in Adelaide
attests to the power of paint.
In contrast to the home’s bright,
white, modern, open-plan rear extension,
this room in the older section has been
transformed with an inky grey wall
treatment to become a cocooning haven
where the owncers can retreat to read
and relax. Dark timber floorboards and
tessellated tiles on the hearth speak to
the period character of the 19th-century
home, while rich velvets on the sofa and
ottoman add voluptuous texture and
colour. “Think gentleman’s smoking room,
without the smoke,” says Antonietta Sofia.
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CURTAIN TIME
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The eclectic vibe of this
revamped home office in
Melbourne proves an inspiring
spot to work in. Wedgwood-blue walls,
lavish velvet curtains and a plush oval
bamboo-silk rug build up layers of texture
that frame a leadlight bay window. Floral
velvet upholstery injects colour and
personality, while a leather Timothy
Oulton desk seat from Coco Republic
lends vintage-style gravitas. “I love the
furniture placement,” says designer
Camilla Molders. “The desk in front of
the window with a chair is quite theatrical
and sets the scene beautifully.”

PALETTE PLEASER
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Challenge accepted: to inject
warmth and cosiness into
this Melbourne living room
via a monochrome palette. The largerthan-life sofa and chic accessories now
draw a crowd, be it on weeknights or
when weekends roll around. “It suits our
everyday family lifestyle, yet easily lends
itself to entertaining,” say the owners.
A glass coffee table provides substance
without dominating the space, and lends
a sculptural quality to this sizeable room.
Custom joinery is practical for stowing the
entertainment system and all the cords,
cables and extras that come with it. >

DESIGN NOTES 27 Dulux Oolong (walls). Winckelmans porcelain tiles, Eco Tile Factory. Velvet sofa and ottoman. Vitra Noguchi coffee table.
28 Haymes Paint Faraway Sky (walls) and Greyology 2 (trims, ceiling, joinery). Curtains in Chivasso velvet and custom Grazia & Co chairs upholstered
in Chivasso ‘Boho Girl’ velvet, both from Unique Fabrics. 29 Sofa, coffee table and side tables, all King Living. Rug, The Rug Collection.
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